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An m-degree is a collection of sets equivalent under polynomial-time many-one (Karp) 
reductions; for example, the complete sets for NP or PSPACE are m-degrees. An m-degree is 
ColZapsing iff its members are p-isomorphic, i.e., equivalent under polynomial-time, l-l, onto, 
polynomial-time-invertible reductions. L. Berman and J. Hartmanis showed that all the then 
known NP-complete sets are isomorphic, and conjectured that the m-degree of the NP-com- 
plete sets collapses, in essence claiming that there is only one NP-complete set. However, until 
now no nontrivial collapsing m-degree was known to exist. In this paper we provide the first 
examples of such degrees. In particular, we show that there is a collapsing degree which is btt- 
complete for EXP (the exponential-time-decidable sets) and that, for every set A, there is a 
collapsing degree which is hard for A. We also obtain analogous results for noncollapsing 
degrees. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This section is a survey of work relating to Berman and Hartmanis’s 
isomorphism conjecture. We shall assume the reader is familar with the definitions 
of NP, PSPACE, NP-completeness, etc. Technical terms, Beyond those found in 
standard references such as [6, 143, are defined upon their first occurrence. Sec- 
tion 2 contains ancillary definitions and conventions used in Sections 3 and 4 where 
we present our results. Section 5 discusses some directions for future research. 
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Background 
Berman and Hartmanis [3] showed that all the NP-complete sets known at the 
time (1977) are p-isomorphic.’ We can thus view the seemingly wide variety of these 
NP-complete problems as being merely different encodings of the same set. 
Encouraged by this evidence, similar evidence for PSPACE, and analogies with 
results in recursive function theory [25], Berman and Hartmanis conjectured that 
aN the NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic. More precisely, they conjectured that 
the complete m-degree2 for the NP sets consists of a single p-isomorphism type. We 
call this conjecture the isomorphism conjecture, and we refer to an m-degree that 
consists of a single p-isomorphism type as a collapsing degree. 
The isomorphism conjecture has stimulated much of the recent research in struc- 
tural complexity theory. The focus of this research has broadened from attempting 
to settle whether the complete m-degree for NP collapses, to investigating how 
close to collapsing are the complete m-degrees for various natural classes of sets 
(e.g., EXP, the exponential-time decidable sets) and exploring the import of these 
questions for other problems in complexity theory (e.g., the existence of one-way 
functions). 
The isomorphism conjecture was optimistic when it was made, as it directly 
implies that P #NP.3 More recent work [15, 161 suggests that the isomorphism 
conjecture is incompatible with the existence of one-way functions. A serious, con- 
tinuing problem for proponents of the isomorphism conjecture has been that 
(except for the two trioial m-degrees: the m-degree of the empty set, which is just 
(@}, and and the m-degree of C*, which is just {C* }) there has been no example 
of a collapsing degree at any complexity level. 
This paper provides the first examples of collapsing degrees. We show that for 
each set A, there is a collapsing degree which is m-hard for A. We also construct a 
collapsing degree which is 2-tt complete4 for EXP. We obtain analogous results for 
noncollapsing degrees, e.g., there is a noncollapsing degree which is 2-tt complete 
for EXP. 
Related Work 
The isomorphism conjecture appears to have been motivated in part by two 
theorems of J. Myhill [25]. He showed in the context of recursive reducibilities that 
’ Two sets A and B are p-isomorphic (written: A z P B) iff there exists a polynomial-time computable 
and invertible one-one function f from Z* onto X* such that f(A) = B. 
2A set A is many-one (Karp) reducible to B (written: A < p, E) iff there is a (total) polynomial-time 
computable function f such that for all x, x E A of(x) E B. An m-degree is an equivalence class under 
this reducible relation. 
3 Suppose P = NP. Then it is straightforward to construct an m-reduction of SAT to { 1). Hence, { 1) 
is NP complete, but clearly { 1) is not isomorphic to SAT. 
4 Roughly, A is k-rrufh-fable (k-tt) reducible to B (written: A < R,, E) iff there exists a polynomial-time 
computable f such that for each x, f(x) codes both a list of k strings, x,, . . . . xlrr and k-ary boolean 
function a; and for all X, we have that x E A iff a( [x, E B?], _._, [xk E II?]) is true. A set A is bounded 
truth-table (btt) reducible to B (written: A d {,, B) iff for some k, A is k-tt reducible to B. See [20] for a 
more complete definition. 
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(i) every recursive’ l-degree6 consists of a single recursive isomorphism type and 
(ii) the complete recursive m-degree for the r.e. sets consists of a single recursive 
l-degree. Together these two theorems yield the corollary that the complete recur- 
sive m-degree for the r.e. sets consists of a single recursive isomorphism type. 
Since the properties of sets studied in recursive function theory are invariant under 
recursive isomorphisms, the significance of this corollary is that the recursive 
m-complete r.e. sets are essentially identical. 
The analogs of Myhill’s two theorems in the setting where Ptime (the 
polynomial-time computable functions) and NP respectively take the place of the 
recursive functions and the r.e. sets would be that each l-degree consists of a single 
p-isomorphism type and that the complete m-degree for NP consists of a single 
l-degree. Together these two analogs would imply that the complete m-degree for 
NP collapses. In structural complexity theory p-isomorphism is a natural and 
strong equivalence relation on sets. Thus, aside from implying P # NP, this charac- 
terization would give us a very precise understanding of properties of the NP-com- 
plete sets such as density, self-reducibility, etc. 
[3] was in part an attempt to see how close one could come to proving the 
Ptime/NP analogs of Myhill’s theorems. It contains two partial analogs to Myhill’s 
first theorem. First, if two sets are l-equivalent as witnessed by size-increasing, 
p-inoerrihle’ members of Ptime, then these two sets are p-isomorphic. The second 
result concerns sets called (polynomial-time) cylinders. A is a cylinder iff there exists 
a p-invertible p E Ptime such that for all x and y, x E A iff p(x, y) E A. (p is called a 
padding function for A). Berman and Hartmanis’s result, as improved by Mahaney 
and Young [23], is that if two cylinders are m-equivalent, then they are 
p-isomorphic. It is easy to construct padding functions for all the standard NP- 
complete (and PSPACE-complete) sets. Hence, the standard NP-complete sets are 
pairwise p-isomorphic, in particular all of the standard NP-complete sets are 
p-isomorphic to SAT. Similar results hold for the PSPACE-complete sets and QBF. 
In his thesis, L. Berman [2] proved a strong analog of Myhill’s second theorem. 
He showed that the complete m-degree for EXP’ consists of a single 1-si degree.’ 
(This was also shown by Dowd [7] and Watanabe [29].) Since the 1-si reductions 
’ “Recursive” in this context refers to the reductions and not to the degrees. 
6 A set A is one-one reducible to B iff a one-one function witnesses that A is many-one reducible to B. 
A l-degree is an equivalence class under this reducibility relation. 
’ A functionfis size-increasing iff for all x, we have If(x)) > Ix). A function/is p-invertible iff there is a 
gE Ptime such that gof is the identity. 
s N.B. In this paper EXP denotes { Alfor some polynomial g, A is decidable in 2g(“) time}. In [2, 163 
discussed below, the “exponential-time decidable sets” are taken to be the class of sets decidable in 2c’t”’ 
time. This latter class we denote by LIN-EXP. The class LIN-EXP is not closed downward under m- 
reductions, and in fact, the closure is EXP. Thus, LIN-EXP is not a natural class in the context of 
m-reductions and m-degrees. The results in [2, 161 for LIN-EXP all turn out to imply the analogous 
results for EXP, and, for the sake of simplicity we shall state their LIN-EXP results in terms of EXP. 
9 A is 1-G reducible ro B (written: A < fesi B) iff A is l-reducible to B as witnesses by a size-increasing 
function or A = B. A 1-si degree is an equivalence class under < fesi. 
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are not guaranteed to have inverses in Ptime, this result fails to show the complete 
m-degree for EXP collapses. 
It is easy to show for the class of exponential-time computable functions that 
each one-one, size-increasing function has a left inverse which is also in that class. 
However, for Ptime this is not known, and is widely believed to be false. Members 
of Ptime which are one-one, polynomially honest, and which have no left inverses 
in Ptime, are called one-way functions [27]. If one-way functions fail to exist, then 
it would follow from [3] that 1-si equivalence implies p-isomorphism, and so it 
would follow from [2] that the complete m-degree for EXP collapses. On the other 
hand, Ko, Long, and Du [16] have shown that if one-way functions do exist, then 
there are l-si equivalent sets which are not p-isomorphic. Thus, knowing that the 
complete m-degree for EXP consists of a 1-si degree does not settle whether it 
collapses. (We discuss [16] further below.) 
Dowd and Allender each have interesting weaker analogs to Myhill’s second 
theorem. Dowd [7] showed that the complete (polynomial-time) m-degree for the 
r.e. sets consits of a single (polynomial-time) l-degree. Allender [l] recently 
showed that all the members of the 1-L complete degree for PSPACE are 
p-isomorphic, where a 1-L reduction [12] is an m-reduction computed by a log- 
space bounded Turing machine which has a one-way input head. 
These results are the strongest direct evidence for the isomorphism conjecture. 
There are, however, a number of interesting results which give indirect evidence for 
and against the conjecture. The first of these stems from some predictions about 
sparse sets based on the conjecture. A is sparse iff there exists a polynomial p such 
that for each n, there are at most p(n) many elements of A of length n or less. If the 
isomorphism conjecture holds, then no sparse set can be m-complete for NP (or 
coNP) because no nonempty sparse set can be isomorphic to a cylinder, e.g., SAT. 
Berman and Hartmanis therefore conjectured that no NP-complete sparse sets 
exist. A partial verification to this sparseness conjecture was first given by P. Ber- 
man [4] who showed that if P # NP, then there are no sparse sets m-complete for 
coNP. Later, Mahaney [22] essentially settled the conjecture when he showed that 
if P # NP, then there are no sparse sets m-complete for NP. These results show that 
the isomorphism conjecture cannot be refuted on the basis of a simple density 
argument. 
Joseph and Young [ 151 presented some interesting evidence against the 
isomorphism conjecture. They introduced the notion of a k-creatiue set and proved 
that these sets are all m-complete for NP. It is not known whether the k-creative 
sets are p-isomorphic to the standard NP-complete sets; thus, the methods that 
were so easily applied by Berman and Hartmanis are not so easily applied as was 
first believed. Furthermore, Joseph and Young show that the isomorphism problem 
for these sets is closely connected to the existence of one-way functions. They con- 
jecture that if one-way functions fail to exist, then the k-creative sets fail to be 
p-isomorphic to the standard NP-complete sets. Homer [ 131 has shown that a cer- 
tain tiling problem is k-creative. So, although it is still the case that all the known 
“natural” combinatorial NP-complete problems are easily shown to be paddable, 
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there are combinatorial NP-complete problems for which paddability is 
questionable. 
Kurtz [ 171 also presented some evidence against the isomorphism conjecture. He 
constructed an oracle relative to which P # NP and the complete m-degree of NP 
fails to consists of a single l-degree. Hartmanis and Hemachandra [ 111 recently 
strengthened this result. They show that there exists an oracle relative to which 
P # NP, the complete m-degree for NP fails to be a single l-degree, and one- 
way functions do not exist. Thus, this result indicates that the converse of the 
Joseph and Young conjecture is doubtful. (Note: In these last two results both the 
sets and the Ptime m-reductions and isomorphisms are relativized.) In a recent 
paper, Goldsmith and Joseph [9] construct an oracle D such that for every 
two NPD sets which are complete under unrelutivized m-reductions, there is a 
relutivized p-isomorphism between the two sets. Thus, in their model there exist 
p-isomorphisms which may not be m-reductions. Furthermore, their proof relies on 
relativizing isomorphisms and not relativizing m-reductions. Currently, there is no 
known oracle relative to which the complete m-degree for NP collapses, where sets, 
m-reductions, and p-isomorphisms are all relativized. A more thorough discussion 
of relativization results relating to the isomorphism conjecture can be found in 
c191. 
A direct attempt to understand the structure of the p-isomorphism types within a 
single m-degree was initiated by Mahaney [21]. He showed that every m-degree 
either collapses or else contains an o + 1 chain of sets ordered under l-si reductions 
none of which sets are p-isomorphic to any of the others. Mahaney and Young 
[23] later extended this result to show that in each noncollapsing m-degree, any 
countable partial ordering can be realized as a collection of sets ordered under 1-si 
reductions none of which sets are p-isomorphic to any of the others. These results 
parallel Young’s work in recursive function theory [31, 301. Mahaney and Young 
also provide examples of noncollapsing degrees. 
Now, let us reconsider the fact that the complete m-degree for EXP consists of a 
single 1-si degree. If one-way functions fail to exist, then we have that the complete 
m-degree for EXP collapses. Watanabe [29] asked whether the converse of this 
implication might be true, that is, whether the existence of one-way functions 
implies that the complete m-degree for EXP is noncollapsing. He also asked the 
weaker question of whether the existence of one-way functions implies that the 
p-isomorphism types and the 1-si degrees differ, i.e., the polynomial time analog of 
Myhill’s first theorem fails even if l-degrees are weakened to 1-si degrees. Ko, Long, 
and Du [16] gave a complete, affirmative answer to Watanabe’s second question. 
They show that if one-way functions exist, then there are sets A and B such that (i) 
A and B are 1-si equivalent, (ii) A and B are not p-isomorphic, and (iii) A and B 
are 2-tt complete for EXP. The point of (iii) is that it answers a weakening of 
Watanabe’s first question. That is, while Ko, Long, and Du could not exhibit a 
noncollapsing 1-si degree that is m-complete for EXP, they were able to exhibit a 
noncollapsing 1-si degree that is 2-tt complete for EXP. 
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Summary 
The isomorphism conjecture has been a focal point (albeit a controversial focal 
point) for much of the recent work in structural complexity theory. At this time we 
lack the tools to adequately investigate the conjecture at NP, although relationships 
have been established between the conjecture and other equally difficult structural 
questions. 
If we view the conjecture as focusing on the nature of polynomial-time reduc- 
tions, rather than on NP, it is natural to relocate the conjecture to other classes 
(such as EXP) where we have access to more powerful techniques. We then hope 
that the resolution of the conjecture for these classes will anticipate the resolution of 
the conjecture for NP. 
Therefore, a worthwhile intermediate goal is to establish the collapsing or non- 
collapsing of a natural complete degree. The least such degree at which we can hope 
to make progress is the complete m-degree for EXP. Our results, together with 
[16], show that the situation around the complete m-degree for EXP is far more 
complex than might have been expected. In the 2-tt complete degree for EXP there 
are: 
l sets whose 1-si degree contains infinitely many non-p-isomorphic sets (if 
there is a one-way function, [16]); 
l sets whose m-degree contains infinitely many l-degrees (Theorem 4.2); and 
l sets whose m-degree collapses (Theorem 3.11). 
Thus, m-degrees in the neighborhood below the complete m-degree for EXP can 
collapse, or they can fail to collapse in two very difference ways. 
Let us consider how the complete m-degree for EXP might be noncollapsing. As 
the complete m-degree for EXP consists of a single l-si degree [2], we know that 
the noncollapsing of Theorem 4.2 does not occur there; but the noncollapsing of 
[16] remains a possibility. Knowing only one of [16] or our collapsing degree 
results, the intellectually aggressive, optimistic, or naive might be tempted to con- 
jecture as to whether the complete m-degree for EXP collapses. Knowing both, any 
such conjecture seems unwarranted. 
2. BACKGROUND NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Basic Definitions. We denote the set of natural numbers, (0, 1, . ..}. by N. For 
each x E N, ZZ denotes the dyadic representation of x, i.e., the binary represen- 
tation of x + 1 with the leading 1 omitted. This is a bijection between N and C*, the 
set of strings over (0, 1 }, and so enables us to disregard the distinction between 
strings and representations of natural numbers. 1x1 denotes the length of Z. 
Functions, unless specified otherwise, are from N to N. For each A EN, C, denotes 
the characteristic function of A, i.e., Ax. [l, if x~A; 0, otherwise]. Our standard 
model of computation will be the deterministic, multi-tape Turing machine. Ptime 
denotes the class of polynomial- (in the length of the input) time computable 
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functions. For all x and y, let (x,y)=(x+y)(x+y+1)/2+x. (.,.) is the 
standard pairing function from [26] which one-one maps N x N onto N and 
which is increasing in both its arguments. We note that ( .,. ) and its associated 
projection functions are all in Ptime. For each A and B, we define A 0 B to be the 
set ( (a, b) la E A and b E B}. For f: N + N, fl, denotes the finite function 
{(W>f(W),lW<Xh 
Reductions. If =$ is a reducibility relation on sets, then f: A < B means that 
f witness the 4 -reduction from A to B. For example, f: A < { B means that 
f witnesses the l-reduction of A to B, i.e., f E Ptime is one-one and, for all x, 
xEAof(x)EB. 
A set C is m-complete for a class of sets Y iff C E 9’ and for all A E Y, we have 
A Q “, C. We note that if f: B < P, A, then f -‘(A) = B. Hence, one can index each 
element of {BIB d “, A} by a member f of Ptime such that f -'(A) = B. 
i!, Notation and Complexity Bounds. This paper more or less follows Brassard 
[5] in its use of 0 notation. Thus, for example, 2’(‘“‘) denotes the set 
{gl(3a)(Vx)[g(x)62”‘i”1+“]), and “(x, y) is computable in O(( 1x1 + I ~1)‘) time” 
means the function 1x, y . (x, y ) is computable on a deterministic multi-tape Tur- 
ing machine which has its run time in O(( 1x1 + 1~1)‘). We define DTIME(t(x)) to 
be the class of sets decidable in O(t(x)) time. 
Zndexings. Let (qSi)ie N be an acceptable numbering of the partial recursive 
functions [26] based on a coding of deterministic, multi-tape Turing machines. By 
standard results in the literature there is a function T= Li, x, n . [qSi(x), if Turing 
machine i on input x halts within n steps; 0, otherwise] which is computable in 
time polynomial in I iI, 1x1, and n. (Essentially, T is Kleene’s T function.) For each i, 
let.fi=nx.[T(j,x, (1x1 +2)loglogk ), where i= (j, k)]. It follows that (fi)ioN is an 
enumeration of Ptime such that Iii, x .fi(x) is computable in 2°(lit+txI) time. 
Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that Ai, j, x .fi o&(x) is computable in 
2”(lii + lilt 1x1) time. 
Padding Functions and Cylinders. A two argument function p is a padding 
function iff p E Ptime is p-invertible. A function p is a padding function for A iff p is a 
padding function and, for all x and y, we have x E A o p(x, y) E A. We will also say 
that such an A respects p. A set A is a cylinder iff there exists a padding function 
for A. 
In recursive function theory a (recursive) cylinder is a set A which is recursively 
isomorphic to B@ N for some set B. Recursive cylinders play an important role in 
the classification of recursive m- and l-degrees [26]. A is a cylinder as defined in 
the previous paragraph iff A is p-isomorphic to B @I N for some set B (see [7,23]). 
Polynomial-time cylinders were used implicitly by Hartmanis, Baker, and Berman 
[3, lo] and were later developed explicitly by Dowd [7]. The next proposition 
states the key property of cylinders used in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [3], as improved by [23]. Zf both A and B are cylinders, then 
A-r BoArPB, m 
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Proposition 2.1 implies that all of the cylinders of an m-degree are p-isomorphic 
to one another. Therefore, it follows easily from Proposition 2.1 that 
COROLLARY 2.2. An m-degree collapses iff it consists entirely of cylinders. 
3. COLLAPSING DEGREES 
This section is organized as follows. We begin with Proposition 3.1, a technical 
result which is a key part of all of our collapsing degree constructions. We then 
present Theorem 3.2 which states the existence of a nontrivial collapsing degree, i.e., 
a collapsing degree different from the two trivial degrees {a} and {N} (or (C*}). 
We prove this theorem by a noneffective construction which, nonetheless, contains 
most of the major ideas behind the constructions which follow it. In the proof of 
Theorem 3.5 we “effectivize” the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 
obtain a nontrivial collapsing degree in EXP. Then, using the proof of Theorem 3.5 
as a basis, we show that every m-degree has a collapsing degree above it 
(Theorems 3.9 and 3.10) and that there is a 2-tt complete collapsing degree in EXP 
(Theorem 3.11). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose (i) p is a p-pudding function for A, (ii) f: B 6 “, A, and 
(iii) g E Ptime is such that 
(vaErange(p))Cf(g(a))=al. (1) 
Then 3 AE p B. 
Proof By hypothesis, A is a cylinder. Note that UE A o p(a, 0) E A o 
f(g(p(u, 0))) E A (by (1)). Since f: B d “, A, it follows that aE A e g(p(a, 0)) E B; 
hence, ,Ia. g(p(u, 0)) witnesses A < “, B. Therefore, A = P, B. By Proposition 2.1, it 
suffices to show that B is a cylinder. 
Let p’ = Ab, x. g(p(f(b), (b, x))). We claim that p’ is a p-padding function for B. 
Clearly, p’ E Ptime. By (1) we have, for all b and x, 
f(p’(b, x))=f(g(p(f(b), (b, x>)))=p(f(b), (b, x>). (2) 
It follows from (2) and the p-invertible of p and ( ., . ) that p’ is also p-invertible. 
Now, for all b and x, 
bEBof(b)EA (sincef:B<P,A) 
*p(f(b), (b> x))EA (since p is a padding function for A) 
* f (p’(b, x)) E A (by (2)) 
+a p’( 6, x) E B (since f: B < “, A). 
The claim follows. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. There exists a nontrivial collapsing m-degree. 
The degree constructed in our proof of Theorem 3.2 will not be recursive. 
However, as we shall observe, it will be recursive in (an oracle for) the halting 
problem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We give an explicit construction of C, , the characteristic 
function of a set A whose m-degree collapses. For the purposes of the construction 
we partition N into the sets R,, R,, . . . . where R,, = (0) u (2N + 1) and, for each 
m > 0, R, = 2m(2N + 1). The R,‘s are called regions. For each x, let region(x) be 
the unique m such that x E R,. Note that for each x, we have region(x) < [xl+ 1. 
For each m > 0, define pm = Ax, y .2”(2( x, y ) + 1). For each m > 0, we have that 
(i) pm E Ptime, (ii) pm is strictly increasing in both arguments, and (iii) R, = 
range(p,). Define 
71, =lz. 
1 
xT 
if for some m, x, and y, ~=2~+‘(2(x, ,v) + 1); 
Z, otherwise. 
By the definitions of the pm’s and n1 we have for each m > 0 and each x and y, 
z,(p,Jx, y)) = x. Thus, 71, is a projection function for each individual pm. Clearly, n, 
is in Ptime. For each x E U, , ,, R,, we have ni(x) < x, in fact, In,(x)l < 1x1. Let M 
range over finite subsets of N- (0). For each M, define 
if XE Urns,,, IL; 
otherwise. 
xlcI is a mutual cumulative projection function for the pm’s with m E M. For each M, 
m3ehd = Urn c M R,,,. Since for each XEU,,,,~ R,, we have In,(x)l < 1x1, it 
follows that, for each M and x, the number of recursions in the computation of 
zM(x) using our definition of n,,,, is at most 1x1. Since rc, is strictly decreasing on 
U m, 0 R, and in Ptime, we have that for each M, rcM E Ptime. Note that, for all M, 
if we construct A so that A respects each pm for each m E M, then we shall have nM: 
A<P,A. 
To simplify notation, for each i, Bi will denote f ;‘(A). 
We construct C, in stages s = 0, 1, . . . . During stage 0 of the construction we make 
sure that the m-degree of A is nontrivial. During each stage s + 1, where s = (i, j), 
the construction will act to satisfy the requirement 
I<, j> : If fi: A < “, Bi, then A E p Bi. 
If all the requirements are satisfied, then A = “, B implies A z p B (since if A.: 
B< “, A and fj: A < “, B, then I<i,j> implies A z p B). 
During the course of each stage s + 1 (s = (i, j)), the construction considers a 
region R, in which C, is not yet defined. The construction either: (i) implicitly 
defines C, on each x E R, by the recursive equation C,(x) = CA(nl(x)) or else (ii) 
explicitly defines C, on each x E U;=, R, (for some n 2 m) by explicitly setting 
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C,(x) to either 0 or 1. Case (i) occurs when the construction discovers that if A 
respects the padding function pm, then by Proposition 3.1 it will be the case that 
A z p Bi. If the condition for case (i) fails, then it will turn out that there is an 
x E R, such that by appropriately defining C, on x and perhaps one other member 
of U;=, R, one can make C,(x) # C,(ji(.fi(x))). If this last inequality holds, then 
it cannot be the case that f,: A < “, B,, and, hence, Zci,,) is satisfied. Thus, if the con- 
dition for case (i) fails, then case (ii) occurs and the construction appropriately 
defines C, on the one or two elements of U;=, R, so as to force the inequality to 
hold. 
During stage s, regions that have had their elements explicitly defined are called 
padding regions and those which have had their elements explicitly delined are 
called diagonalization regions; all other regions are called open. During each stage s, 
(ml R, is not open} will be a finite initial segment of N. Stage 0 of the construction 
is an initialization stage. During stage 0, A is made different from both @ and N so 
that A’s m-degree will be nontrivial. Stage 0 is as follows: 
Stage 0. 
Set C,(O) = 1 and, for all x, set C,(2x + 1) = 0. 
End of Stage 0. 
At the beginning of Stage 1 of the construction RO is a diagonalization region and 
all other regions are open. Each Stage s + 1 is as follows: 
Stage s + 1. (s = (i, j).) 
Let m be the least number such that R, is open at the beginning of this stage. 
Let M be {nlR, is a padding region at the beginning of this stage}. 
(Zt will turn out that A respects p, for each m E M. Thus, by our remarks on xM, 
we have 71 M: A 6 “, A. Also, by our definition of B, we have that fi: Bi < “, A. 
Hence, it follows that (R~ 0 f;): B. , < “, A. It also follows from our remarks on 
II~ that range(rr,,, 0 fi) s Uk c M R, = the union of R,‘s that as of the beginning 
of this stage are either diagonalization or open regions.) 
Condition 1. (Vx E R,)[7cM(fi(f;(x))) = x]. (Note the parallel with Eq. (1) in 
Proposition 3.1 wheref=n,of,andg=f;.) 
For all XER,, implicitly define C,(x) to be CA(7t,(x)). (R, is thus made a 
padding region. ) 
Condition 2. Otherwise. 
Let x be the least number in R, such that n,+,(fi(fi(x))) #x. 
Let y be nM(fi(fj(x))). (By our choice of M and by our remarks before 
Condition 1, y is either in a diagonalization or open region.) 
If y is in a diagonalization region (and so C,(y) is already defined), then define 
C,(x) to be 1 - C,(y). 
If y is in an open region, then define C,(x) = 1 and C,(y) = 0. 
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Let n be the least number such that both region(x) and region(y) are <n + 1, 
and for each ZE(~;=,,,& - {x, y}) define C,(z)=O. 
(R,, . . . . R, thus become diagonalization regions.) 
End of Stage s + 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each XE N, the construction well defines C,(x). 
Proof We first argue that the construction defines C, on every member of N. 
Suppose by way of contradiction it does not. Let x be the least number such that 
the construction leaves C,(x) undefined. Let m be region(x). It is clear from the 
construction that during some stage s, R, is made either a padding or a 
diagonalization region. If R, is made a diagonalization region, then by the con- 
struction C,(x) is defined, which contradicts our choice of x. On the other hand, if 
R, is made a padding region, then by the construction it must be the case that 
C,(rr,(x)) is also undefined. But, since rc,(x)<x, we have that x is not the least 
number on which C, is undefined, which again contradicts our choice of x. 
Therefore, no such x can exist. A similar argument shows that there is no x such 
that the construction inconsistently defines C,(x). 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose s = (i, j) and m is the least number such that R, is open at 
the beginning of stage s + 1. Then either (a) or (b) holds. 
(a) Condition 1 holds during stage s + 1 in which case A respects the padding 
function pm and A g p Bi. 
(b) Condition 2 holds during stage s + 1 in which case f, fails to witness that 
A < “, Bi. 
Thus, in either case requirement I, holds. 
Proof We prove the lemma by strong induction on s. Suppose the lemma holds 
for each s’ < s. Let M = { nl R, was made a padding region before stage s + 1 }. Thus, 
by the induction hypothesis, A respects pm for each m E M. By our remarks on nM, 
we have that rr M: A < “, A. Since fi: Bi < “, A, it follows that (zM 0 fi): Bi < “, A. 
Suppose that Condition 1 holds during stage s + 1. Then, it follows by the con- 
struction that A respects the padding function pm. Since Condition 1 holds, we 
have, for all XE range(p,), that (rcM 0 fi)ofi(x) =x. Thus, letting B= Bi, 
f=nA4 ofi, g=fi, and P=P,, we see that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 are 
satisfied. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, A z p Bi. Thus, part (a) follows for s. 
Now suppose that Condition 2 holds during stage s + 1. Let x be the least mem- 
ber of R,,, such that n,,,,(fi(jJx))) # x. If it were the case that jj: A d P, Bi, then, 
since rc,,, 3 fi: Bi G “, A, we would have x E A iff fj(x) E Bi iff n,(fi(fj(x))) E A. But, 
during stage s + 1 the construction defines C, so that x e A iff ~r~(fi(&(x))) $ A. 
Therefore, fi must fail to witness A 6 P, Bi. Thus, part (b) follows for s. # 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 1 
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THEOREM 3.5. There exists a nontrivial collapsing degree in EXP. 
Proof. The proof will be a finite injury priority argument [24, 8, 281 based on 
our proof of Theorem 3.2. We construct the characteristic function of a set A E LIN- 
EXP whose m-degree collapses. For each m E N and finite M c (N - { 0} ), R,, pm, 
711, =MT and Z, are defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We order the 
requirements in priority thus: I0 > I, > I, > . . . . 
Our basic strategy remains the same as that of the proof of Theorem 3.2. For 
each requirement Z<i,j>, we want to eventually associate with the requirement either 
(i) a padding region so as to make A g JJ Bi or else (ii) a collection of 
diagonalization regions so as to force the failure of f, to witness A < “, B;. In 
the previous construction we were able, for a given requirement in a given stage, 
to noneffectively decide between (i) and (ii) according to whether 
(Vx E R,)[n,(fi(fi(x))) = x] held in Condition 1. Since one cannot effectively test 
Condition 1 of the previous construction, we cannot necessarily decide in a single 
stage of an effective construction whether case (i) or (ii) should apply for a given 
requirement. Hence, we cannot satisfy the requirements one after another in suc- 
cessive stages in the present construction. To overcome these difficulties, we employ 
a priority construction as follows. 
First, C, is built in stages x = 0, 1, . . . . where stage x has the modest task of delin- 
ing C,(x) instead of defining CA on all of one or more regions as in the previous 
construction. Throughout its course, the construction will maintain a labeling of all 
the regions. Each R, (m > 0) will be labeled as either a padding or a 
diagonalization region associated with some requirement. The construction begins 
with R, labeled as a diagonalization region not associated with any requirement 
and, for each m, R, + 1 is labeled as a padding region associated with Z,. Now, sup- 
pose that region R, is a padding region associated with requirement Zi at the begin- 
ning of stage x. R, will remain a padding region associated with Ii during stages 
x’a x so long as both (i) nw(fi(fi(x’))) = x’when x’ER, (where M= {n<mlR, is 
a padding region as of the beginning of stage min(R,)}) and (ii) no higher priority 
requirement injures Ii during stage x’. (Injury will be explained shortly.) Suppose (i) 
fails for R, during some stage x’. Then, the construction will (a) define C,(x’) so as 
to force the failure offi to witness A < “, Bi, (b) relabel regions R,, . . . . R, (where n 
is rougly the same as in the previous construction) as diagonalization regions 
associated with Zi, and (c) relabel regions R,, , , R,, *, . . . as padding regions 
associated with requirements Ii+ i, I;+ *, . . . . respectively. (The construction guaran- 
tees that a diagonalization region is never relabeled as a padding region.) The 
relabeling of R,, 1, Rmt2, . . . destroys all the work done in previous stages on 
satisfying requirements Zi + i, Zj + *, . . . . Thus, when this relabeling occurs the 
requirements I, + i, Zi + *, . . . are said to be injured during stage x’. It turns out that 
each requirement will be injured only finitely many times (Lemma 3.6). Thus, for 
each Zi, there will exist either a padding region or a collection of diagonalization 
regions with which Ii will be associated for all but finitely many stages, and, relative 
to these regions, the construction will satisfy Ii as in the previous construction. 
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We shall maintain the following invariants throughout the construction: 
1. For each k and x, let Sk,x be the set of indices of regions associated with 
requirement k at the end of stage x. Then, for each k and x, (i) k<min(S,,,), (ii) 
Sk,x is an interval, and (iii) max(S,,,) + 1 = min(S,+ i,J. 
2. If R, is made a diagonalization region during stage x, then for all stages 
2 x, R, will remain a diagonalization region and, for all y E (R, n {x + 1, 
x + 2, . ..} ), we have C,(y) = 0. 
3. At the end of each stage, there are but finitely many diagonalization 
regions. 
As in the first construction, stage 0 serves as an initialization stage. 
Stage 0. 
Set C,(O) = 1, label R, as a diagonalization region, and, for all m, label R, + 1 as 
a padding region associated with requirement Z,. 
End of Stage 0. 
Stage x > 0 may make use of two pieces of information from stage x - 1: (i) 
C, lx, that part of C, defined as of the end of stage x - 1; and (ii) the labeling of 
regions current as of the end of stage x - 1. 
Stage x. (x>O.) 
Let m be region(x). 
Condition 1. R, is a diagonalization region. 
Set C,(x) = 0. 
Condition 2. R, is a padding region. 
Let M be {n <ml R, is currently labeled as a padding region}. 
Let It (k = (i, j)) be the index of the requirement with which R, is associated. 
(Since R, is a padding region, m > 0.) 
Let Y be KMM(fi(x))). 
Let n be the maximum of m, region(y), and the indices of all the current 
diagonalization regions. (By invariant 3, such an n exists. By our remarks on 
n,,.,, y is either in a diagonalization region or in U:=,,, R,.) 
Condition 2.1. x = y. 
Set C,(x) = CA(7r1(x)). 
Condition 2.2. x # y. 
If y < x, then set C,(x) = 1 - C,(y), otherwise, set C,(x) = 1. (Note: Zf 
y > x, then the relabeling below will place y in a diagonalization region. So, 
by invariant 3, we shall have C,(y) = 0.) 
Relabel R,, . . . . R, as diagonalization regions associated with Zk, and, for 
each I> 0, relabel R, +, as the padding region associated, with Zk+ ,. (Thus, 
requirements Zk + 1, Zk + z, . . . are injured during stage x). 
571/37/Z-10 
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End of Stage x. 
It is clear that the construction well defines C,. It is also clear that the invariants 
hold for the construction. 
LEMMA 3.6. For each i, requirement Ii is injured at most finitely many times in the 
course of the construction. 
Proof We show the lemma by induction on i. Since there is no requirement of 
higher priority than I,, the i= 0 case is immediate from our construction and 
invariants. Suppose the lemma holds for 0 through i. Let x be the least stage after 
which none of the requirements ZO, . . . . Ii are ever injured during stages > x. It 
follows from our choice of x and the construction that the only way Ii+, can be 
injured during a stage x’ax is for x’ to be in a padding region associated with Zi 
during stage x’ and for Condition 2.2 to hold during stage x’. But by our choice of 
x and the construction, there can be at most one such x’. Therefore, it follows that 
the lemma holds for i + 1. 1 
It is clear from Stage 0 and invariant 2 that A is nontrivial. By Lemma 3.6 and 
our construction it is clear that for each k, there exist regions with which Zk is 
associated for all but finitely many stages. Thus, to show that requirements IO, I,, . . . 
are satisfied, it suffices to prove 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose k = (i, j) and m is the least number such that R, is 
associated with Zk for all but finitely many stages. Then, either (a) or (b) holds. 
(a) For all x E R,, Conditions 2 and 2.1 hold during stage x in which case A 
respects the padding function pm and A z p Bi. 
(b) For some x E R,, Conditions 2 and 2.2 hold during stage x in which case&. 
fails to witness A G “, B,. 
The proof of Lemma 3.7, which we omit, is a straightforward modification of the 
one given for Lemma 3.4. Finally, it remains to argue 
LEMMA 3.8. A E LIN-EXP. 
Proof To determine C,(x) for a given x, it clearly suffices to run the construc- 
tion up through stage x. We sketch a procedure for carrying out this and prove this 
procedure has a uniform 2@(IxI) time bound. 
Our procedure for running the construction from Stage 0 through Stage x simply 
consists of carrying out the actions for stages 0, 1, . . . . x per the construction’s 
description above and, in the course of this, maintaining state tables that keep track 
of the state of the construct. These state tables are used when, in carrying out a par- 
ticular stage, the construction needs some information from prior stages. We 
describe the contents and representation of these tables and analyze the time costs 
associated with their use and maintenance. 
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Recall that Stage w may make use of two sorts of information from prior stages: 
(i) CA I,,,, that part of CA defined as of the end of stage w - 1, and (ii) the labeling 
of regions current as of the end of stage w - 1. The labeling of regions is used in (a) 
determining the set A4 = {n < region(w)lR, is a padding region} and in (b) the 
relabeling of regions in the case that w is an injury stage. Since for each w < x we 
have that region(w) < IwI + 1 d 1x1 + 1, it follows that in running the construction 
up through Stage x, we need to maintain labeling information about only the 
regions R,, . . . . R,,, + 1. 
Thus, as of the start of carrying out each stage w (0 < w < x), our state tables will 
consist of: (i) a table recording CA I,; and (ii) a table recording the labeling of 
regions R,, . . . . R,,, + 1 current as of the beginning of Stage w. To be more precise on 
the labeling table, it consists of a series of triples 
(lYkl?sl)> .*., (I-4 + 1, k,x,+l,s,,,+J 
where, for m = 1, . . . . 1x1 + 1, we have Zk, is the requirement associated with R, at 
the beginning of stage w and s, is 0 (resp. 1 ), if Ri is a padding (resp. 
diagonalization) region at the beginning of Stage w. We represent the C, table as a 
string uOa, . .. a, _ i, where for i = 0, . . . . w - 1, we have ai = C,(i). We represent the 
labeling table by an obvious string encoding of the series of triples in which each of 
the numbers in the triples is represented in binary. 
CLAIM 1. There is a constant c (independent of x) such that in currying out a 
stage w (0 < w < x), both of the C, and labeling tables can be searched and updated 
within 2’i’“i + ‘) steps. 
Proof: In the case of the C, table, the claim is obvious. By invariant 1 of the 
construction, if requirement Zk is associated with R, at some point of the construc- 
tion, we have k < m. Hence, it follows that there is a constant co (independent of x) 
such that the length of the representation of the labeling table is always no greater 
than cra( 1x1 + l)*. Thus, from this size bound, the claim follows for the labeling 
table. 1 
We now consider the total time cost of carrying out a stage w (0 <w < x). We 
first show 
CLAIM 2. There is a constant c (independent of x) such that the computation of 
n,,,,(fi(fi(w))) under Condition 2 during any stage w (0 < w < x) cun be done in 
2’(l”l + I) time. 
Proof. Recall that the i and j of a stage w are such that Zci,j> is the requirement 
with which Rregion(w) is associated. By our choice of ( ., . ), we have i and j < (i, j). 
By invariant 1, (i, j) < region(w). By our indexing of regions we have that 
region(w) < IwI + 1. Hence, i and j are no greater than 1x1 + 1. By our choice of 
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indexing of Ptime (see Section 2), there is a constant ci (independent of i, j, and w) 
such that fi(fi(w)) can be computed within 2 cl(lil + ljl + I*.1 + 1) time. Therefore, since i 
and j< /WI + 1, we have thatfi(J;.( w)) can be computed within 23’1(‘w’+ ‘) time. Now, 
since the M of stage w is such that max(M)< 1x1 + 1, it follows that there is a 
polynomial p (independent of x) such that rcn,(y) can be computed (using the label- 
ing table) within ~(1x1 + Iyl) time. The claim then follows by simple arithmetic. 1 
It is straightforward to argue from Claims 1 and 2 and the construction that 
there is a constant c (independent of x) such that all of stage w can be carried out 
as indicated above within 2’(‘“‘+ ‘) time. Therefore, running the procedure from 
stage 0 through stage x can be done within a uniform B((x + 1) 2”“““) c 2@‘ux’) time 
bound, concluding the proof of Lemma 3.8. i 
Hence we have shown Theorem 3.5. i 
Our construction for Theorem 3.5 is inherently exponential in time complexity 
because to compute C,(x) one needs to run the entire construction up to Stage x. 
The construction also requires the use of a universal function for Ptime making it 
unlikely that one could adapt the construction to run in PSPACE. The next four 
theorems show how one can adapt the construction to obtain interesting collapsing 
degrees in EXP and above. We first show that given a recursive set B one can 
construct a recursive collapsing degree that is m-hard for B. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose t is a strictly increasing function and B is a set decidable 
in t(lxl) time. Then there is a set A such that (i) B< P, A, (ii) the m-degree of A 
collapses, and (iii) A is decidable in t(2°““‘J) time. 
Prooj We modify the construction of the proof of Theorem 3.5 as follows. 
Recall that R, = (0) u (2N+ 1). To make B < “, A, we construct A so that 
for all z, z~Bo2z+l~A. (3) 
We do this by first changing the actions under Condition 1 of the construction to 
be: 
IfxERo, then set C,(x) = C,((x - 1)/2). 
Ifx$R,, then set C,(x) = 0. 
Next, to reflect the fact that we are embedding B into RO, we change the actions 
that define C,(x) under Condition 2.2 to be: 
If y < x, then set C,(x) = 1 - C,(y). 
If y>xand y#Ro, then set C,(x) = 1. 
If y>xand yER,,, thenset C,(x)= 1 -C,((y 2 1)/2). 
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The proof that the m-degree of A collapses is a straightforward adaptation of the 
similar argument for Theorem 3.5. The details of complexity analysis of the 
modified construction is essentially the same as that of the construction for 
Theorem 3.5, except that we have to take into account the cost of computing 
C,((y - 1)/2) under Condition 2.2. Since during stage x, there is a 20(1xI) upper 
bound on the length of y, we have a t(2@‘““” ) upper bound on the time cost of com- 
puting C,((y - 1)/2). Now, since t is strictly increasing, t(2°““1’) contains both 
20(1xI) and O(t( 1x1)). Th us, it follows that the construction can be carried out with a 
uniform t(2 ‘(lxl)) bound on the time cost of performing each stage. Therefore, A is 
decidable in t(2°(‘“1)) time. [ 
We can take the above construction and, by ignoring the issue of effectiveness, 
obtain 
THEOREM 3.10. For each set B there is a collapsing m-degree which is m-hard 
for B. 
At present we do not know if for every r.e. set B there is an r.e. set A which has a 
collapsing (polynomial-time) m-degree and which is (polynomial-time) m-hard for 
B. Note that this would be equivalent to showing that the polynomial-time com- 
plete m-degree for the r.e. sets collapses. Moreover, it is not clear how to modify the 
construction in our proof of Theorem 3.5 to improve the t(2°(‘“‘)) time bound on 
the complexity of the set A. However, if we weaken “m-hardness” to “btt-hardness” 
(see Footnote 4 in Section l), then we can obtain the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.11. There exists a collapsing degree that is 2-tt-complete for EXP. 
Proof: Let EE LIN-EXP be an m-complete set in EXP. We construct A E LIN- 
EXP such that E G 4,, A and A’s m-degree collapses. The construction will again be 
a modification of the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.5. For this proof it is 
convenient to arrange that RI remains a padding region associated with 
requirement I, ( = Z<O,Oj) throughout the construction. This can be done by taking 
fO to be ;Ix . x. The effect of this will be that, for each x E R, ( = 4N + 2), during 
stage x no diagonalization will occur. 
In the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.9 we coded the set B into region RO 
by maintaining (3). Our complexity analysis of the construction for Theorem 3.9 
showed that the huge difference between the complexities of the constructed set A 
and the initial set B is a result of those stages x during which Condition 2.2 held 
and the y computed during that stage is in R, and is greater than x. In those cases, 
in order to determine C,(y) the construction was forced to compute C,(( y - 1)/2) 
which potentially is very expensive. In the analogous cases in the construction in 
the proof of Theorem 3.5 there was essentially no cost associated with the deter- 
mination of C,(y) as the construction guaranteed that it was 0. 
In the present construction Condition 2 and the actions under it remain 
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unchanged from the construction of the proof of Theorem 3.5. Thus, in those stages 
x during which Condition 2.2 holds and the y computed during that stage is in R, 
and greater than x, the current construction takes C,(y) to be 0. As we shall see, if 
the requirement that the construction was attempting to satisfy is injured between 
stages x and y, it may not be the case that C,(y) = 0. Now, in this construction the 
set E is 2-tt coded into R, by maintaining 
for all 2, C,(4z + 1) + C,(4z + 3) = C,(z). (4) 
This means that for each z, C, must be 0 on one element of (42 + 1,4z + 3 } and on 
the other element of the set C, must be equal to C,(z). Thus, in this coding we 
have a degree of freedom in that we can choose one of 42 + 1 and 42 + 3 on which 
C, will be 0. We make use of this degree of freedom by changing the actions under 
Condition 1 to be: 
Condition 1.1. XE R,. 
Let z be such that XE {4z+ 1, 42+3}. 
Let w be the largest number less than 42 + 1, if any, such that Condition 2.2 
held during stage w and y,, the y computed in stage w, is in (42 + 1,4z + 3). 
(Since R, ( = 4N + 2) remains a padding region associated with Z, throughout 
the construction, it is safe to ignore 42 + 2 as a stage at which Condition 2.2 
might hold.) 
If such a w exists, then 
if x = y,, then set C,(x) = 0; otherwise set C,(x) = C,(z). (Note: if w’ < w is 
such that Condition 2.2 held during stage w’ and y,, E (42 + 1, 42 + 3}, then 
the requirement associated with Rrerrionrw~r must have been injured by stage w 
are greater than 42 + 3. 
- . 
and reassociated with a region all of whose members 
Thus, there is no need to set C,( y,.,) = 0.) 
If no such w exists, then 
if x=42+ 1, then set C,(x) =O; otherwise set C,(x I= C,(z). 
Condition 1.2. x $ R,. 
Set C,(x) = 0. 
Clearly, (4) holds, so E < $.,, A. The argument that each of the requirements IO, 
Z 1 3 ... is satisfied follows from a straightforward modification of the proof of 
Lemma 3.7 and 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose that during stage w Condition 2.2 holds and y,, the y 
computed in stage w, is greater than w and in (42 + 1,4z + 3 }. Further suppose 
that during stage w, R,tiion(wJ is associated with Zk and that past stage w, Z, is never 
injured. Then, Zk is satisfied. 
Proof: Since Condition 2.2 holds during stage w, during that stage the 
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requirements Ik + 1, Zk + 2, . . . are all injured and associated with R,, 1, Rn+2, . . . . 
respectively, where 42 + 3 < min( lJi, n Rj). Furthermore, since Zk is never injured 
past stage w, there cannot be any w’ between w and 42 + 1 such that Condition 2.2 
holds during stage w’ and the y computed in that stage is in { 42 + 1,4z + 3 }. Hence, 
by the actions under Condition 1.1 we have C,(y,) = 0. Therefore, it follows that Zk 
is satisfied. 1 
Since all the Zk’s are satisfied, we have that the m-degree of ,4 collapses. One can 
show that A E LIN-EXP by roughly the same argument as the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
Thus, Theorem 3.11 is shown, 1 
By an easy modification of the above argument we obtain the following theorem, 
the proof of which we omit. 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose that t is such that (i) 2”““~~~O(t(~x~)), (ii) for all n, 
2t(n) < t(n + l), and (iii) W, the class of O(t(lxl)) time decidable sets, contains an 
m-complete set. Then, there exists a collapsing degree that is 2-tt-complete for %. 
4. NONCOLLAPSING DEGREES 
This section provides a summary of our results on noncollapsing degrees. A full 
development of this work can be found in [18]. 
Under the assumption of the existence of one-way fuctions, Ko, Long, and Du 
[16] show the existence of a 2-tt complete 1-si degree for EXP which contains 
infinitely many non-p-isomorphic sets. We can exhibit, for EXP and a wide range 
of classes above EXP, a much more severe form of noncollapsing within the com- 
plete 2-tt degree-without any assumption about one-way functions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose $7 is a class of sets which is closed under intersection with 
sets in EXP, closed downward under polynomial-time m-reductions, and which con- 
tains an m-complete set. Then, there exists a 2-tt complete m-degree for W which 
consists of infinitely many l-degrees (and, hence, is noncollupsing). 
COROLLARY 4.2. There exists a 2-tt complete m-degree for EXP which consists of 
infinitely many l-degrees. 
COROLLARY 4.3. There exists a 2-tt complete m-degree for the class of r.e. sets 
which consists of infinitely many l-degrees. 
We prove Theorem 4.1 by constructing a set which is 2-tt complete for V and 
which is p-enumeration-immune, i.e., the set is infinite and contains no subsets which 
are the range of any one-one member of Ptime. It is easy to show that the m-degree 
of a p-enumeration-immune set splinters into infinitely many l-degrees. 
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Theorem 4.1 focused on EXP and complexity classes above EXP. Now let us 
consider noncollapsing degrees in complexity classes below EXP. Exhibiting the 
strong form of noncollapse of Theorem 4.1 in these classes is currently beyond us. 
However, we can show the existence of 2-tt complete noncollapsing degrees in 
essentially all interesting deterministic, super-polynomial time classes. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose t is a fully time constructible, strictly increasing, 
superlinear” function which majorizes every polynomial. Suppose V is a class of sets 
which is closed under intersection with sets in DTIME(t( /xl)), closed downward under 
polynomial-time m-reductions, and which contains an m-complete set. Then, there 
exists a noncollapsing, 2-tt complete degree for W. 
Finally, we note that noncollapsing degrees are, in a sense, more common than 
collapsing degrees. 
THEOREM 4.5. In the sense of both category and measure [26, Section 13.33, 
almost every degree is noncollapsing. 
This last theorem follows from the two observations that almost every set is 
recursively immune in the sense of both category and measure and that recursively 
immune sets are a fortiori p-enumeration-immune. 
5. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The results of this paper belong to a larger research program which hopes 
ultimately to resolve the original isomorphism conjecture for NP. 
One intermediate objective is to determine whether the complete m-degree for 
EXP, NEXP, or some other natural class collapses. It might be especially 
worthwhile to study collapsing at NEXP and the complete polynomial-time 
m-degree for r.e. sets. Although these classes are very large, they are in some senses 
more analogous to NP than is EXP. NP, NEXP, and the class of r.e. sets all have 
natural existential (C,) definitions. Thus, we cannot use that these classes are closed 
under complementation (we know that the r.e. class is not, and suspect that the 
other classes are not). The current results make essential use of EXP’s closure under 
complementation (in the diagonalization stages), and so new techniques will 
probably be required to deal with these other classes. Because of the definitional 
analogies between these classes, it is plausible that these hoped for techniques 
would be more likely to relocate to NP than the still undiscovered techniques for 
dealing with EXP. 
lo A function t is sup-linear iff for all x and y, we have x. r(y) Q t(x y) 
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